COMPANY PROFILE

ISMAIL AKIL ABBASI
Under the Abbasi Group of companies, Mr. Abbasi is involved with a number of
businesses. He is the Managing Director for Worldwide Traders (Textile Division).
In 1998 this company won the “Dubai Quality Appreciation Program Award” as
the company in the Trading Sector. Worldwide Traders dealing with textile
trading for the past 20 years has business exports to various destinations such as
Iran, Poland, Gulf Countries such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Oman,
Morocco, Bulgaria, Egypt & Turkey; was also given a distinction of being the only
company in the Textile Trade sector certified as ISO 9001 Compliant.
Ismail Akil Abbasi is Chairman to numerous companies that come under the
ABBASI Group of Companies. These include: Al Wasl Investments, WorldTex which
has office in Dubai, Poland, Korea and China, Bonyan Holding which is a property
development and holding company under which comes Bonyan Emirates
Properties.

Board Member for TEXMAS
(Textile Merchants Association).
He is a founding committee member.

Board Member for DUBAI PROPERTY SOCIETY
This is a Property Group formed to manage the
Real Estate sector of Dubai marker which has
several local companies under this group

Chairman for the DUBAI TEXTILE TRADERS GROUP
(Under the guidance from Dubai Chamber of
Commerce & Industry).
This is a Textile Traders Group formed to manage the
textile business sector of Dubai marker, which has
several local companies under this group.

Board Member for DUBAI PROPERTY SOCIETY
This is a Property Group formed to manage the
Real Estate sector of Dubai marker which has
several local companies under this group

From its humble beginnings in 1991, Abbasi Group has grown considerably,
keeping pace with the amazing growth of the Emirates. The holding company is a
conglomeration of separate yet complementary businesses, each leader in their
field.
Having diverse interests, the Abbasi Group has become one of the leading and
fastest-growing organizations in the UAE today. It has set plans to make foray into
other lines of business and expand its current business portfolio into other
emerging markets as well. The Group already has offices in all major global
business hubs, poised to further expand its horizons.
AWARDS:
AN ISO 9001:2000 CERTIFIED COMPANY
2008: Sheikh Mohammad Bin Rashid Establishment Award
2007: Mohammed Bin Rashid Business Award (Re-export)
1999: Dubai Quality Appreciation Award (Trading)

Al Wasl Investments specializes in investment of stocks & shareholdings in
both UAE and international markets.
It is a long-term investor in companies, trusts and interest-bearing securities.
It primarily seeks to invest in well-managed businesses with a profitable
history and with the expectation of sound dividend and distribution growth.

Bonyan is a conglomeration of three separate and complimentary business; each leaders
in their field and together forming the region’s most significant provider of experience
and expertise in the property sector.
With over 15 years of success in planning, developing and marketing strong innovative
new communities, Bonyan offers real estate services and partnership opportunities to
local and foreign investors.
Bonyan’s expertise stretches across the entire property spectrum: residential; commercial; retail and industrial, specializing in a complete range of cost effective, in-house
management services:
Current developments include expatriate freehold zones that offer secured investment
and superlative residential and commercial options on five unrivalled freehold projects
including cutting edge waterfront developments and sophisticated innovations in the
heart of Business Bay; Media City; Silicon Oasis; Culture Village and Dubai Marina.
Office and Residential Management
Retail (Management)
Facilities (Management)
Feasibility (Studies)
Evaluations and Acquisitions
Innovative Leasing Strategies
Responsibility for Rent Collection and Renewals

Established in 1992, Worldtex, the Textile Trading & Indenting company, is one of the
leading and oldest textile agents in Dubai, supplying fabrics to the wholesalers in Dubai for
re-export to Iran, CIS, Egypt, Turkey markets etc. Currently Worldtex offices are located in
Dubai, Poland, Korea and China.
Worldtex represents various suppliers from Taiwan, Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, Japan, India
& Pakistan. Its supplies include woven and knitting yarns, fabrics of 100% Cotton, Polyester,
Polyester Viscose, Polyester Rayon, Jacquards, Velvet Spun, Printed and Plain Dyed fabrics.
Wolrdtex has expanded its business considerably over the past 15 years and have branches
in the following countries:
Indenting branch office in Korea & China:
Understanding the customer requirements, Worldtex has set up offices in China
and Korea in order to get a direct hold on the suppliers and to increase their
efficiency in meeting customers demands.
Wholesale Trading Division in Poland:
Wholesale & Trading division setup in Poland provides a superior customer
service in terms of quality, price, delivery and new product development to the
East European region.

WTX Apparels is a leading supplier of uniforms, specialized in customized uniforms across
industries including aviation, hospitality, education, industrial, corporate and healthcare.
We utilize our extensive knowledge of uniform-making in helping businesses dress their
employees and strengthen their brands.
We supply uniforms, accessories and linen specialties of a wide range. Our uniform range consist
Jackets, Blazers, Shirts, Trousers, Skirts, Chef Jackets, Vest Coats, Scrub Suits, Coveralls, Polo Shirts,
T Shirts and much more.
We also provide Table Linen, Bed Linen and Bath Linens, Napkins, Chair Covers, Pillow Covers,
Towels, Bath Robes etc..

AFHM Stars General Trading L.L.C. is a Dubai registered company, having rights to trade
in UAE and is 100% owned and self funded by Mr. Ismail Abbasi.
AFHM was in incorporated in 2010 when the management felt that it’s time to expand
within the hospitality sector in UAE and Middle East. Within a short span AFHM LLC has
acquired rights for development and operating few brands in UAE that we would detail
out in the following slides.

Bouquet of brands under AFHM STARS’s umbrella

Al Nashama bridges the gap between premium western clothing brands and local tailor
shops, by introducing an exclusive chain of concept stores where traditional clothes
(National dress) are sold in a premium, contemporary environment with unique and
customized services. The ultra-premium store layout is complemented by top-of-the-line
accessories, finest fabrics, personalized services, home service and a loyalty program.

Born and established in Dubai in the year 2013, Latte is a new concept, a hybrid between
café and restaurant developed by AFHM to cater to the needs and taste of the people of
UAE. Latte has a feel at the home environment with fresh, flavorfully, tasty, delicious and
homemade dishes and ambiance where you can escape to get the warmly and homely
moments to relax over some delicious food and freshly brew.
Currently located at the prestigious Dubai World Trade Centre, Latte has its 1st outlet and
with its immediate success now spreading to other parts of UAE to prime locations.

Beanstro is a hybrid between a café and restaurant giving more emphasis to food.
Beanstro dishes up a wide array of fare; from delicious eggs benedict in the morning,
through to fresh sandwiches, pastas and more for lunch and dinner. In addition, the
signature high teas provide a welcome respite in the afternoons, where customers can
relax by the cosy environment and enjoy a fine selection of cakes and pastries. 1st
Beanstro is being built at City Center Fujairah, opened last March 31st, 2012.

AFHM LLC has the Wholesale agreement for distribution in UAE. Distribution and sales to
be done via multiple channels including wholesale a e-commerce.
CBTL is an easy to use, single serve beverage system that combines the handcrafted
taste and quality with the finest Italian technology and design perfected by CAFFITALY
SYSTEM. One capsule is all you need to create a single serving to savor. One touch is all it
takes to brew fresh espresso, brewed coffee or tea. One taste is enough to transport you
to a moment of comfort – the comfort of one perfect cup.

Targeting the clique of people who appreciate the finer things in life, here’s a website
that goes beyond luxury. Offering high-end, ultra-luxurious, vintage, rare and even
limited-edition handbags, BrandSouk.com goes a step forward to make the bespoke
brands affordable as well. Sure to impress, the BrandSouk website takes ease of
shopping to another level, with a comprehensive range to choose from – designer
handbags, purses, wallets, clutches, totes, wristlets and leather accessories. The website
integrates features like shopping cart along with a safe & secure payment gateway.
Simple. Unique. Enriching.

Store Me is your one-stop warehouse dedicated to help make YOUR life as stress free as
possible. You can do things the hard way, or you could let us show you the easy,
stress-free way! Store Me specializes in:

- Expert Packing
- Arranging Transportation
- Gentle Loading/Unloading
- Finding the right storage

- Personal Storage
- Commercial Storage
- Relocation / Removal
- Storage of any size

“Store Me” offers the very best conditions for your furniture and home contents, while
leaving you in control of your possessions at all times. Your home contents will remain
clean, dry safe and secure.

P.O.Box 6637
Al Faheidi Street, Bur Dubai, Dubai, U.A.E.
Tel: +971 4 3539500, Fax: +971 4 3530900
Email: info@abbasigroup.ae
Website: www.abbasigroup.ae

